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This is very brief guide of my current methodology. The essence of astrophotography is stacking exposures as this:







Reduce noise and increase signal to noise ratio
Increase dynamic range that could be extended to 32bit per channel
Reduce atmospheric turbulence effect for very short exposers and sensor or optics issues as dark current
and dust spots
Increase resolution by statistically bypassing color sensor byer mask demosaic algorithm. As we move the
object a little bit in each frame different number of RGB pixels will represent it. The true value is
approaching the value without the RGB filter mask.
Allow us to shoot faster and sharper in case of wind vibrations and lack of precise guiding

1. Take a number of RAW frames of a deep sky object (50+ recommend). Chose the highest ISO that still preserves
details. For this example it is 51200 for Pentax k5. Do the shots a bit overexposed so to keep the faint signal away
from the noise. This shot is part of the North America nebula in Cygnus.

2. Stack frames with DeepSkyStacker. Use “kappa-sigma clipping” to remove satellites or “entropy-weighted
average – high dynamic range”, to detect asteroids movement and extend the DR. The second is my favorite.

3. Process the image color balance and light curves in DeepSkyStacker as there you go in 32 bit mode and could
get most of the signal. Level the RGB histogram so that the different colors best overlaps.

4. Adjust the tones so that you see better details but observe the noise level with the magnifier.

5. Save the image in 32 bit TIF rational to preserve as much data as possible. Than open it with LightRoom. Use
scale slider to cut off the alignment artefacts at the edge of the frame.
6. Use blacks slider to remove blank space at the left part of the histogram in order to get darker background.
Make sure that the 3 color histogram overlaps for true colors. This image is a bit pink due to UHC-s filter that was
used.
You can play with clarity and vibrancy sliders, as well as other tone curves sliders. The ideal histogram will occupy
the most of the plot space and will have smooth lines without any cuts. Thus stretching the histogram so much
will introduce some discretization that will kill some of the midtones and will increase the noise. I am ok with the
fine grained noise that is not affecting the details. If I want a perfect image, I should increase the singe expose or
take more frames, maybe at least 100+ frames.

